Anomalous transport of colloids and solutes in a shear zone.
Transport experiments with colloids and radionuclides in a shear zone were conducted during the Colloid and Radionuclide Retardation experiment (CRR) at Nagra's Grimsel Test Site. Breakthrough curves of bentonite colloids and uranine, a non-sorbing solute, were measured in an asymmetric dipole flow field. The colloid breakthrough is earlier than that of uranine. Both breakthrough curves show anomalously long late time tails and the slope of the late time tails for the colloids is slightly higher. Anomalous late time tails are commonly associated with matrix diffusion processes; the diffusive interaction of solutes transported in open channels with the adjacent porous rock matrix or zones of stagnant water. The breakthrough curves for different colloid size classes are very similar and show no signs of fractionation due to their (size-dependent) diffusivity. It is proposed that tailing of the colloids is mainly caused by the structure of the flow field and that for the colloid transport, matrix diffusion is of minor importance. This has consequences for the interpretation of the uranine breakthrough. Comparisons of experimental results with numerical studies and with the evaluation of the colloid breakthrough with continuous time random theory imply that the tailing in the conservative solute breakthrough in this shear zone is not only caused by matrix diffusion. Part of the tailing can be attributed to advective transport in fracture networks and advection in low velocity regions. Models based on the advection-dispersion equation and matrix diffusion do not properly describe the temporal and spatial evolution of colloid and solute transport in such systems with a consistent set of parameters.